FEATURED 2018 EQUIPMENT

SETINA
DESIGNING FOR THE FUTURE
Dear Law Enforcement Community

It is our pleasure to share with you the latest 2018 Setina Featured Fleet Equipment. Much like the direction of our company, the past 55 years, our new edition points toward the future of Law Enforcement, but also remembers the past. You will notice products ranging from the new cutting-edge, to the tried and true.

This Year We are Introducing a Variety of New Products

Thank you for taking the time to discover the new products Setina has to offer. We strongly believe that you too will agree that our innovative designs are the best to be found.

We appreciate the long-lasting and trusting relationships that have been forged over the past 55 years, and look forward to what the next 55 will hold.

Sincerely,

Setina Manufacturing

His Legacy Continues

Although John is no longer with us, his legacy continues with the integrity and old-fashioned family values he so strongly believed in. Setina Manufacturing Company carries on as one of the most respected names in law enforcement equipment, setting industry standards through technological advances and innovative design.

Setina® Manufacturing Company is Proud to Celebrate Over 55 Years of Innovation

Setina is Committed to Your Fleet Needs

Founded in 1963 by John Setina, who had 17 years experience working with the Washington State Patrol Automotive Division, and in owning an auto body repair business before being recruited by the State Patrol.

John Setina - with his inventive spirit and exceptional engineering ability saw the important need for officer protection while transporting prisoners, in addition to vehicle reinforcement. Working tirelessly on his idea evenings and weekends in his garage, John designed the first Setina product and received his first patent, with many other patents to follow.
Freestanding or Partition Mounted Weapons Systems

Setina’s "T-Rail" Weapon Mounting Systems are designed to offer weapon flexibility and easy access to your firearms. Available in single or double T-Rail mounts and Freestanding or Partition mounting systems.

Trunk Tray Storage System with Optional Firearms Mount

Made of heavy duty, lightweight aluminum. Universal design for new sedans. No drilling required for a quick, easy installation.

PBS Fender Guards (P17)

High-strength, lightweight, aircraft grade aluminum (P17) Impact Resistant Fender Protectors. Designed for use with PB100, PB300, PB400 and PB450-L Series Push Bumpers.

450L "LED" Lighted Push bumpers

The latest technology in push bumper design. The integrated LED lights are recessed into the push bumper for front end lighting placement & light protection.

Window Barriers and Door Guards

Heavy duty TPO door guards. Window barriers in scratch-resistant polycarbonate or steel.

"SmartBelt" Automatic Retracting Seat Belt and Warning System

NEW! Setina “SmartBelt” Center-Pull Seat belt System. SmartBelt’s electronic seatbelt Retractor System eliminates the officer’s need to manually actuate the locking mechanism to activate restraint mode. The Alert Light easily mounts to console, partition, or dash (Console not included).

Alert Light

Notifies Officer if Suspect is Unbuckled

OEM Replacement or “CarbonFit” Seat Cover Transport Systems

Setina’s Center Pull Seat Belt Systems are Professionally Designed & Laboratory tested to meet rigorous 207/210 FMVSS Seat Belt Standards.
Side Curtain Airbag Compatible Partitions

With the Technological Advances in Side Curtain Airbag equipped vehicles, partition mounting has become much more complex than in the past.

Setina continues to take the lead in partition design evolution, with our laboratory tested, “Rigid” polycarbonate upper filler panel system.

Partitions Available in Sedan Size Models and “VS” Van, SUV and Truck Models

(models #5 and #9 available with flat back partition panel only)

("XL" and "VS" models include lower extension panels)

“XL” Does it All!
Setina’s Most Popular Design

Recessed Panel design with Xtra Legroom. Our unique Suspended Mounting System anchors securely to the vehicle’s B-Pillar, eliminating the need for floor mounting brackets. This provides rear passenger legroom and no foot obstructions.

Setina® Mounting Systems are designed for quick, easy installation, mounting to the strongest points inside the vehicle. Our design creates space saving efficiency for maximum driver and passenger legroom.

Tall Man Mounting

Setina’s Tall Man Mounting Options adds an extra 2” of recline to the officer’s seat, providing the driver with more space and extra legroom.

Laboratory Tested Side Curtain Airbag Compatible Mounting Systems

Setina is devoted to constant research and technological advances to engineer cutting edge Side Curtain Airbag Compatible Mounting designs.

Our professionally designed and laboratory tested, “Rigid” ¼” thick Polycarbonate Panels provide law enforcement Side Curtain Airbag Compatibility along with the strength of our polycarbonate design.

Our unique Suspended Mounting System anchors securely to the Vehicle’s B-Pillar, eliminating the need for floor mounting brackets. This provides rear passenger legroom and no foot obstructions.

Unique open contoured design makes prisoner loading and unloading easy.

Airbag compatible mounting system on all model partitions

Lower Extension Panel
Lower Filler Panel
No Foot or Leg Obstructions
Optional Space-Saver Recessed Panel
14-Gauge Steel Seat Back Protector Plate
Overall Rugged Powder-Coated Finish

Setina’s original patented mounting system design. Laboratory tested to flex away from deployment zone while remaining attached to the Partition.

Patent No. 7,726,688
Patent No. 8,708,388 B2
Patent No. 9,033,389 B2
Patent No. 9,726,688 B2
CA 2,571,153
Setina’s “XL” Xtra Legroom Partition Design

Our Most Popular Design
Setina’s patented line of “XL” Side Curtain Airbag Compatible Partitions. Based on our popular Space Saver, “RP” Recessed Panel Design with Xtra Legroom. Our Suspended Mounting System anchors to vehicle’s B-Pillars, eliminating partition floor mounting brackets with no foot obstructions in vehicle foot well area.

Maximum Clearance for Entry and Exit
Unique Open Contoured Design provides officer with the easiest prisoner loading and unloading. Recessed storage panel between front seats provides extra space for consoles, mounting vertical gun locks and other accessories and gear.

“XL” Xtra Legroom
Modified steel framework provides strength with no leg obstructions for maximum design strength. Enlarged passenger side back panel recess also provides additional leg and foot room that prevents foot entanglement and offers maximum leg room for both officer and prisoner.

Precision Mounting is a Critical Part of our Design
Setina’s “BodyGuard” Partitions are Professionally Designed for maximum strength, durability, and ease of installation. All Partitions feature welded and formed steel construction, heavy duty roll bar style framework, and are finished using a multi-step powder coat process for added durability.

Superior, Laboratory Tested Side Curtain Airbag Compatible Mounting Systems are designed to mount to the strongest points inside the vehicle. Creating Space-Saving efficiency for maximum driver and passenger legroom.

Coated Scratch-Resistant Polycarbonate Lexan® is the Standard in Setina Partition Windows and recommended to our Customers, to prolong the life and clarity of your window, and comes with a 7 year manufacturer’s warranty against breakage.

Focus on Detail
Setina has an unmatched Attention to Detail in our Uncompromising Designs. Only Setina “BodyGuard” Partitions come Standard with Rubber Covered Window Support Bars on most partitions and Rubber Covered Lock Assemblies.

Vinyl Coating is also standard on most of our Expanded Metal Windows.
**Single Prisoner Transport Systems**

Setina Single Prisoner Transport Systems provide a secure area to hold the detainee and maximize Officer Comfort.

Professionally designed for increased driver seat recline and seat height adjustment, as well as providing accessory storage.

Only Setina® Single Transport units retain the full roll bar-type framework design, for structural integrity.

Also, only by Setina, is our unique S-Bend design positioning the unit further back on the Driver’s side than on the Passenger Side, with no obstruction to the Driver’s seat travel. The S-Bend is standard on SPT units for Sedans, SUVs, and Trucks.

Available with Scratch-Resistant Polycarbonate Lexan® or Vinyl Coated Expanded Metal Front Window.

SUV’s Require Model #12 Rear Compartment Partition (Not Included)

When the Single Prisoner Transport unit is installed with the “TPO” Half Seat and Door Guards, it gives your vehicle an OEM factory appearance.

**Single & Dual Prisoner Transport Systems**

Half partition seat back panel leaves open space for recline of driver’s seat and rear seat equipment storage while containing a single prisoner. Available with scratch-resistant polycarbonate or vinyl coated expanded metal front window.

**Single Prisoner Transport with Full Seat**

OEM Replacement or “CarbonFit” Seat Cover Design

**Dual Prisoner Transport**

Side View

Half partition seat back panel leaves open space for recline of driver’s seat and rear seat equipment storage while containing a single prisoner. Available with scratch-resistant polycarbonate or vinyl coated expanded metal front window.

**Single Prisoner Transport with Half Seat**

“CarbonFit” Seat Cover Design (Ford Utility Only)

**Dual Prisoner Transport Panel Kit**

Full partition seat back panel with divider wall allows for dual and separate prisoner transportation, as well as separation from driver and front passenger.

- Single Prisoner Transport Partition
  - Comes with coated polycarbonate or vinyl coated expanded metal front window
  - Single or Full seat design
  - OEM Replacement or “CarbonFit” seat cover design
  - TPO Door Guards
  - Window Barriers in steel or coated polycarbonate
  - Vertical Firearms Mounting System
  - Model #12 Rear Partition
  - Rear Cargo Storage Unit (SUVs only)

Products Sold Separately

**Dual Prisoner Transport Side View**

Half Seat Available for Ford Utility Only

**Single Transport Solutions**

**AVAILABLE FOR SEDANS, SUVs & TRUCKS**

- Single Prisoner Transport Partition
- Single or Full seat design
- OEM Replacement or “CarbonFit” seat cover design
- TPO Door Guards
- Window Barriers in steel or coated polycarbonate
- Vertical Firearms Mounting System
- Model #12 Rear Partition
- Rear Cargo Storage Unit (SUVs only)

Products Sold Separately
“CarbonFit” Seat Cover
Prisoner Transport Systems

- Laser Measured for Precision Fit
- Installs right over the vehicle’s OEM seat, eliminating the need to remove and store your factory seat
- Designed to maintain the Optimal Rear Seat Occupant Placement
- Center Pull Seat Belt System eliminates Officers’ need to reach across suspect to buckle seat belt
- Available with Original Center-Pull seat belt system or with NEW! SmartBelt Seatbelt System

See the NEW! SmartBelt on pg. 14

THE “TPO” ADVANTAGE
WHAT IS TPO? “TPO” or Thermoplastic Polyolefin is the highest automotive grade polymer (plastic) used as “the standard” by the auto industry. “TPO” is shatter, flame and chemical resistant and exceeds NHSTA regulations. It is far superior to ABS plastics.

“A must have for your vehicle!”

Setina’s New! “SmartBelt” System is the latest technology in Center Pull Seat Belt design. SmartBelt’s electronic seatbelt Retractor System, with Alert Light, eliminates the officer’s need to manually actuate the locking mechanism to activate the restraint mode.
Setina’s New! “SmartBelt” System is the Latest Technology in Center-Pull Seatbelt Design.

WHEN BELT IS BUCKLED:
- Seat Belt Retractor is Electronically Locked in “Retract-Only” Mode.
- Retractors Automatically Lock to Secure Detainee & Limit Motion.

WHEN BELT IS UN-BUCKLED:
- Warning Light Activates, Notifying Officer.
- Retractor Unlocks, allowing “Free-Spool” of Belt.

• Automatic Electronic Retractor Locking System.
• Retractor Locking Mode Alert Light.
• Stays in Lock Mode even during power loss.
• FVMSS Approved Components.
• Quick, Easy Installation.
• Compatible with Replacement, Cover Style or Factory Seats.
• Retrofit Kit available for standard center-pull seat belt systems.

Alert Light
- Notifies Officer if Detainee is Unbuckled
- Easily mounts to console, partition, or dash.
- Radio console not included.

Setina’s Center Pull Seat Belt System is uniquely designed for the seat belt buckle to be docked in the “Park Position” on the prisoner partition when not in use.

When belting the suspect for transport, the officer simply moves the buckle from the “Park Position” on the partition to the outer latch on the transport seat, eliminating the need to reach across suspect, significantly reducing officer contact with the rear passenger.

REAR OCCUPANT BODY PLACEMENT
Proper Rear Seat Occupant Placement is a critical part of The Automaker’s Engineered Airbag Deployment Systems.
Setina’s® Advanced Airbag Compatible Design maintains the Optimal Rear Seat Occupant Zone.

FMVSS 207/210 COMPLIANT CENTER PULL SEAT BELTS

- Professionally Designed and Laboratory tested to meet the rigorous 207/210 FMVSS Seat Belt Standards
- Maintains OEM’s Body Position for Airbag Deployment
- Seat and Belt System Designed for Officer and Occupant Ease and Security
- Seat belt Retractors Certified and Tested for FMVSS 209

DESIGNED FOR EASY INSTALLATION

FMVSS 207/210 COMPLIANT CENTER PULL SEAT BELTS

When belting the suspect for transport, the officer simply moves the buckle from the “Park Position” on the partition to the outer latch, “Transport Position,” on the transport seat.
THE TOTAL LAW ENFORCEMENT

TRANSPORT SUV SOLUTIONS PACK

Model #10-XL Does It All!
Based on our popular RP Series but
with Xtra legroom. No rear leg or foot
well obstruction. Recessed panel
design, optimum for multiple weapon
mounting systems and center consoles.
Includes lower extension panels.

Model #12VS Rear Cargo Partition
Available with coated, Scratch-Resistant
Polycarbonate or Expanded Metal.

OEM Replacement or “CarbonFit” Seat Cover Transport Systems
Setina’s Center Pull Seat Belt Systems are
Professionally Designed & Laboratory tested to
meet rigorous 207/210 FMVSS Seat Belt Standards.

NEW! Automatic Retracting
Seat Belt & Warning System
See pg. 13

SETINA SMARTBELT

Alert Light
Notifies Officer if Suspect is Unbuckled

Easy-Lift Cargo Deck
Replaces the vehicle’s factory rear compartment
dock and provides a Secure Solution to lower
dock radio, electronics and cargo storage.

Window Barriers and Door Guards
Setina’s® TPO Door Guards are the next
generation of interior door protection.
Window barriers are scratch-resistant
polycarbonate or steel to fit your
department’s vehicle needs.

StowAway Whiteboard
Top or Bottom Mounts Available

Rear Cargo, Firearms and Electronics
Storage Systems
Setina’s Cargo Storage Systems are available in multiple tiers and configurations to meet your department’s needs. The top tier is available with any Setina lock option. Lower slide out equipment tray tier is designed with 300 lb. capacity, lock-in, lock-out Accuride slide rails. **OPTIONAL** 3rd tier for electronics storage, see below. Constructed of heavy duty, light weight, aircraft grade aluminum, our storage system’s universal SUV design also provides for a quick, easy, no holes drilled installation.

Electronic Locking Systems
- Available w/Keypad or RFID access control
- Keyless Entry
- Electronic Override
- Single Piece Design for easy no-wire integration
- Programming key offers simple, quick enrollment
- LED Indicator

Setina’s Cargo, Firearms & Electronic Storage Systems provide law enforcement a superior solution for rear cargo area equipment storage. Made from heavy duty, lightweight aluminum. Universal design for SUVs & no drilling required for quick, easy installation.

Electronic Locking Systems
- Available w/Keypad or RFID access control
- Keyless Entry
- Electronic Override
- Single Piece Design for easy no-wire integration
- Programming key offers simple, quick enrollment
- LED Indicator

STOWAWAY WHITE BOARD
Setina’s SlideOut White board comes in both top or bottom mount configurations. An Ultra durable, Magnetic, Dry-Erase White board with 17.5” x 33” writing surface. The sliding, hide-away storage allows for easy access, deployment, and organization. Durable, heavy-duty, light weight aluminum framework. Easy-to-clean, wax free, high performance polyester coated surface. Requires Cargo Storage System*

Manual Locking Systems
- Combi Lock System
  (Available w/Combination or Key)
- Handle Key Lock
  (Single Key Lock System)

STORAGE SOLUTIONS

STORAGE SOLUTIONS

REAR CARGO STORAGE
SECURE, VERSATILE, EASILY INSTALLED

Setina’s Cargo Storage Systems provide law enforcement a superior solution for rear cargo area equipment storage. Made from heavy duty, lightweight aluminum. Universal design for SUVs & no drilling required for quick, easy installation.

Electronic Locking Systems
- Available w/Keypad or RFID access control
- Keyless Entry
- Electronic Override
- Single Piece Design for easy no-wire integration
- Programming key offers simple, quick enrollment
- LED Indicator

STOWAWAY WHITE BOARD
Setina’s SlideOut White board comes in both top or bottom mount configurations. An Ultra durable, Magnetic, Dry-Erase White board with 17.5” x 33” writing surface. The sliding, hide-away storage allows for easy access, deployment, and organization. Durable, heavy-duty, light weight aluminum framework. Easy-to-clean, wax free, high performance polyester coated surface. Requires Cargo Storage System*

Manual Locking Systems
- Combi Lock System
  (Available w/Combination or Key)
- Handle Key Lock
  (Single Key Lock System)

REAR CARGO STORAGE
SECURE, VERSATILE, EASILY INSTALLED

Setina’s Cargo Storage Systems are available in multiple tiers and configurations to meet your department’s needs. The top tier is available with any Setina lock option. Lower slide out equipment tray tier is designed with 300 lb. capacity, lock-in, lock-out Accuride slide rails. **OPTIONAL** 3rd tier for electronics storage, see below. Constructed of heavy duty, light weight, aircraft grade aluminum, our storage system’s universal SUV design also provides for a quick, easy, no holes drilled installation.

Electronic Locking Systems
- Available w/Keypad or RFID access control
- Keyless Entry
- Electronic Override
- Single Piece Design for easy no-wire integration
- Programming key offers simple, quick enrollment
- LED Indicator

STOWAWAY WHITE BOARD
Setina’s SlideOut White board comes in both top or bottom mount configurations. An Ultra durable, Magnetic, Dry-Erase White board with 17.5” x 33” writing surface. The sliding, hide-away storage allows for easy access, deployment, and organization. Durable, heavy-duty, light weight aluminum framework. Easy-to-clean, wax free, high performance polyester coated surface. Requires Cargo Storage System*

Manual Locking Systems
- Combi Lock System
  (Available w/Combination or Key)
- Handle Key Lock
  (Single Key Lock System)
Heavy Duty Trunk Tray with Optional Weapon System

- Constructed of heavy duty aircraft grade aluminum
- Steel high capacity lock-in, lock-out drawer slides
- Heavy-Duty ball bearing slide rails
- 18" of slide travel
- 300 lb. load capacity
- Two levels of height adjustment
- Three lock positions
- Easy 20 minute installation
- No drilling required
- Tray dimensions: 18" x 36" x 3"

Optional Electronics Fan

Also Available in our Modular Half Tray Design

The “STRONG BOX” Rear Cargo and Firearms Storage System

CARGO STORAGE SYSTEM WITH SECURE SLIDING FIREARMS DRAWER

- Constructed of heavy duty aircraft grade aluminum
- Accommodates two Firearms and Ammunition Storage
- Two Cargo Storage Drawers
- Heavy Duty Accuride Slide Tracks
- Easy, No Holes Drilling Installation

Requires Model #12-VS Rear Compartment Partition (not included)

Dual Firearms & Rear Cargo Storage

The “Strong Box”

INSTALLS QUICKLY WITH TWO DIFFERENT HEIGHT ADJUSTMENTS PLUS THREE HORIZONTAL LOCKING POSITIONS

Setina’s Combination Trunk Tray and Firearms Mount provides law enforcement with a superior solution for trunk placement of auxiliary equipment and easy access weapons mounting. Heavy duty, lightweight aluminum. Universal design for new sedans. No drilling required for quick, easy installation.

Rear Compartment Radio Electronics Storage

FROM SETINA®

EASY-LIFT CARGO DECK

Setina’s Easy-Lift Cargo Deck replaces the vehicle’s factory rear compartment deck and provides a Secure Solution to lower deck radio, electronics and cargo storage, along with easy spare tire access.

- Three piece design.
- Constructed of heavy duty, light weight, aircraft grade aluminum.
- Non-Skid diamond plate rubber mat
- Rear locking hatch is easily removed to access the Radio Tray and Spare Tire.
- Quick, Easy Installation.

Available with Optional Electronics Fan

- Designed to work easily with our Rear Cargo and Firearms Storage Systems (sold separately)

SCALE STORAGE SYSTEM

- Designed for SUV’s & Trucks
- Easy Access to the Spare Tire
- Heavy Duty light-weight Aircraft Grade Aluminum
- Compatible for combined equipment storage
- Top storage area w/mounts for under vehicle creeper
- Transferable with mounting bracket kit

EASY-LIFT CARGO DECK

Lockable Diamond Plate Aluminum Deck

Easy-Lift Cargo Storage Deck

Deck Lifts Out for Easy Access to Radio Equipment

Optimal Design for Radio Equipment Storage

EASY-LIFT CARGO DECK

Lockable Diamond Plate Aluminum Deck

Engineered for Quick and Convenient Access
Simple Solutions for Complex Firearms

BLAC-RAC
DISTRIBUTED BY SETINA ™

THE WORLD’S FIRST TRUE TACTICAL WEAPONS MOUNT FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT.

BLAC RAC’s design is the most versatile, compact weapons retention system available. Multiple Weapons, Multiple Locations, Multi-Purpose.

- Available in Electronic or Manual models, Electric model with timer delay
- Accommodates all weapons platforms
- Optics Friendly for scopes, optics, lights or lasers
- Handles 30 round magazine when firearm is mounted
- 360 degree swivel and 45 degree offset positioning
- Adjusts for Slim or Wide Receiver firearms

AVAILABLE SETINA LOCKS
“T-Rail” Technology provides flexibility to accommodate your choice of multiple gun lock options. Choose from UNIVERSAL, SMALL, LARGE, “VAULTLOCK,” OR BLAC-RAC LOCKS.

SETINA VAULTLOCK
SEE VIDEOS AT SETINA.COM

FIREARM LOCK CONFIGURATIONS

Partition & Freestanding Mounting Systems
FROM SETINA

Freestanding Base with Universal and Small Locks

T-RAIL TECHNOLOGY

FREESTANDING BASE
Setina’s Modular Design allows the transfer of the T-Rail Weapon System between Partition Mount and a Free-Standing mount.

FREESTANDING MOUNT
Shown with Universal & Small Shotgun lock.

PARTITION MOUNT
Shown with Universal & Small Shotgun lock.

Simple Solutions for Complex Firearms

THE WORLD’S FIRST TRUE TACTICAL WEAPONS MOUNT FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT.

BLAC RAC’s design is the most versatile, compact weapons retention system available. Multiple Weapons, Multiple Locations, Multi-Purpose.

- Available in Electronic or Manual models, Electric model with timer delay
- Accommodates all weapons platforms
- Optics Friendly for scopes, optics, lights or lasers
- Handles 30 round magazine when firearm is mounted
- 360 degree swivel and 45 degree offset positioning
- Adjusts for Slim or Wide Receiver firearms

AVAILABLE SETINA LOCKS
“T-Rail” Technology provides flexibility to accommodate your choice of multiple gun lock options. Choose from UNIVERSAL, SMALL, LARGE, “VAULTLOCK,” OR BLAC-RAC LOCKS.

SETINA VAULTLOCK
SEE VIDEOS AT SETINA.COM

FIREARM LOCK CONFIGURATIONS

Partition & Freestanding Mounting Systems
FROM SETINA

Freestanding Base with Universal and Small Locks

T-RAIL TECHNOLOGY

FREESTANDING BASE
Setina’s Modular Design allows the transfer of the T-Rail Weapon System between Partition Mount and a Free-Standing mount.

FREESTANDING MOUNT
Shown with Universal & Small Shotgun lock.

PARTITION MOUNT
Shown with Universal & Small Shotgun lock.
DOOR GUARD SYSTEMS

TPO DOOR GUARDS
Setina’s® TPO Door Guards are the Next Generation of interior door protection. Unlike other models, there is no longer the expensive need to remove and store the factory door panels. The Door Guards are easily installed and fit right over the vehicle’s existing door panels giving the professional appearance of factory door panels. Our Advanced Technology Door Guards are made of thick-gauge TPO polymer and exceed NHTSA regulations. TPO is flame resistant and nearly indestructible. Superior to ABS.

WINDOW BARRIER SYSTEMS

Window Barriers - Polycarbonate (COATED SCRATCH RESISTANT)
Window Barriers - Horizontal Steel (BLACK POWDER COAT FINISH)
Window Barriers - Vertical Steel (BLACK POWDER COAT FINISH)

TPO DOOR GUARD SYSTEMS

DOOR & WINDOW BARRIER SET
Your total solution to window and door protection. The best of industry design matched with the latest advancements in material technology provides the perfect combination.

ENHANCED SECURITY FOR THE CARGO AREA OF LAW ENFORCEMENT SPORT UTILITY VEHICLES
Setina’s® 3-piece Rear Window Guard System provides Maximum Visibility and Quick, Easy Installation. Heavy duty black powder coated steel and aluminum construction, with radius corners that eliminate abrupt edges. Rear Window Guard designed to accommodate most “Traffic Advisor” Signaling Systems.

SHOWN WITH OPTIONAL TRAFFIC ADVISOR LIGHT (NOT INCLUDED)
AVAILABLE FOR FORD INTERCEPTOR UTILITY AND CHEVY TAHOE
PB450-L “SIDE LIGHTING”
Recessed side LED lights mounted at a 30 degree angle for maximum forward and off-angle visibility.

LED PERIMETER LIGHTING
Setina® offers push bumpers with the tricolor family of perimeter lighting. Designed to integrate aesthetically and functionally with today’s evolving police vehicle designs. These are super-tough, ultra compact LED lights that are optimal for integrated push bumper mounting.

BODYGUARD PB450-L
Our PB450-L Series Push Bumper is the latest technology in push bumper design. The integrated LED lights are recessed into the push bumper for front end lighting placement and light protection.

BODYGUARD PB5
Heavy Duty Impact Resistant (PIT) Fender Protectors. Designed for PB100, PB200, PB300, PB400 & PB450-L Series Push Bumpers.
(Push bumper not included)

BODYGUARD PB6
Heavy Duty single wrap-around headlight guards with PB6 impact resistant fender protectors. Designed for PB400 & PB450-L Series Push Bumpers.
(Push bumper not included)

BODYGUARD PB8
Heavy Duty double wrap-around headlight guards. Designed for PB400 & PB450-L Series Push Bumpers.
(Push bumper not included)

BODYGUARD PB9
(Push bumper not included)

PB450-L SHOWN WITH PB5 IMPACT RESISTANT FENDER WRAP - Patent No. D.113,164

“LED” LIGHTED PUSH BUMPERS
PB450-L Bumpers have multiple lighting options available along with these features:
• Heavy duty push rail
• Three step powder coat finish
• Optional side LED warning lights
• Custom sports utility design
• Interlocked welded cross bar
• Recessed front LED warning lights
• Replaceable rubber push pads
• Heavy duty mounting brackets
• Welded push rails
• Aircraft grade aluminum
• Unitized cross support system
• Heavy duty welded construction
• Pre-installed wiring harness

SETINA® BUMPER STYLES DRIVE THE INDUSTRY
PB450-L Bumpers offer a variety of features:
• Heavy duty push rail
• Three step powder coat finish
• Optional side LED warning lights
• Custom sports utility design
• Interlocked welded cross bar
• Recessed front LED warning lights
• Replaceable rubber push pads
• Heavy duty mounting brackets
• Welded push rails
• Aircraft grade aluminum
• Unitized cross support system
• Heavy duty welded construction
• Pre-installed wiring harness

SETINA FIELD TESTED PURSUIT
PB450-L SHOWN WITH PB5 IMPACT RESISTANT FENDER WRAP - Patent No. D.113,164

SETINA® FIELD TESTED PURSUIT
PB450-L SHOWN WITH PB5 IMPACT RESISTANT FENDER WRAP - Patent No. D.113,164
Bodyguard PB450-L “LED” Lighted Push Bumper

- Multiple Lighting Options Available
- Heavy Duty Push Rail
- Three-Step Finish Meets Automakers’ Specs
- Optional Side LED Warning Lights
- Custom Sports Utility Design
- Interlocked Welded Cross Bar
- Recessed Front LED Warning Lights
- Replaceable Rubber Push Pads

Bodyguard PB400

- High-strength aluminum or steel
  - For Sedans

Bodyguard PB450-L-VS “LED” Lighted Push Bumper

- Available with 2 or 4 LED lights
- High-strength aluminum
  - For SUVS, Trucks and Vans

Bodyguard PB400-VS

- Full Grille Model
  - High-strength aluminum or steel
  - For SUVS, Trucks and Vans

Bodyguard PB100

- Available in 12” or 16” models
- High-strength aluminum or steel
  - Available with optional hard rubber horizontal push pad
  - For Sedans, SUVS, Trucks and Vans

Bodyguard PB300

- Extra duty, high-strength solid core rubber horizontal push pad
  - High-strength aluminum
  - For Sedans, SUVS, Trucks and Vans
  - SUV model shown

Bodyguard PB100

- Available in 12” or 16” models
- High-strength aluminum or steel
  - Available with optional hard rubber horizontal push pad
  - For Sedans, SUVS, Trucks and Vans

Winch Ready Bodyguard PB450L

- Available with 4 LED lights
  - Same Features as Winch Ready PB400
  - For Trucks

Winch Ready Bodyguard PB400

- High-strength aluminum or steel
  - 1/4” Steel Winch Mounting Plate
  - Accommodates most standard winch models up to 12,000lbs.
  - Mounts to vehicle’s Recovery Hooks for added strength.
  - For Trucks

The Setina Difference

Superior Aluminum Design
- 40% Lighter Weight
- Aircraft Grade, High Strength Aluminum
- Optimum Fuel Economy & Weight Distribution for Better Control
- Weight Reduction Reduces Vehicle’s Front End Fatigue
- Satisfies Auto Maker’s Concerns on Front End Weight Limitations
- Steel Models Also Available

LED Lighted Push Bumper

The PB450-L is completely factory pre-assembled and wired for quick and easy installation. Wiring is protected within the push bumper assembly.
ULTIMATE K-9 II
THE TOTAL K-9 SYSTEM

TOTAL K-9, PRISONER, AND CARGO TRANSPORT
Provides Front and Side K-9 Deployment Points, as well as Prisoner Transport and Rear Cargo Storage.

The Top Dog in K-9 Transport

The Ultimate II features Largest-In-Class K-9 Containment Area, Industry Exclusive TPO Prisoner Transport Seat, & Setina’s Best-Selling Rear Cargo Storage Management System.

Aluminum Alloy Construction
Constructed of Heavy-Duty, Light-Weight, Corrosion Resistant Aluminum Alloy with a Rugged Powder Coat Finish.

Additional Options:
- Easy-Lift Cargo Deck
  - Not Included, See pg. 21
- Premier K-9 Electronics Available
  - Not Included, See pg. 34
ULTIMATE K-9

Designed to provide maximum space for large working dogs. Easy K-9 deployment from the side or rear of the unit.

1. K-9 Unit Side Exit
   - Available on either Passenger or Driver Side of the Vehicle
2. Easy-Load Stops
3. K-9 Unit Rear Exit
   - Additional exit prohibits spare tire Access
4. Removable 1½” thick, padded non-skid rubber floor mat.
5. High-strength aluminum alloy divider with ventilation slots.
6. Aluminum Window Barriers
   - One K-9 window (fan options available)
   - One prisoner window barrier
7. Aluminum Door Guards
8. Polycarbonate Rear Cargo Barrier
9. Additional Options:
   - Requires “XL” Xtra Legrom or “RP” Recess Panel Partition
   - Multiple window styles available (not included) #7-RP shown
   - Premier K-9 Electronics Available
     - Not Included, See pg. 34
   - *Extended Rear K-9 exit prohibits spare tire access.

ALUMINUM ALLOY CONSTRUCTION

Constructed of Heavy-Duty, Light-Weight, Corrosion Resistant Aluminum Alloy with a Rugged Powder Coat Finish.

MAXIMUM SPACE FOR LARGE WORKING DOGS

K-9 Deployment from either Side or Rear of the unit provides Easy K-9 Loading and Unloading

REAR K-9 ENTRY / DEPLOYMENT

Easy K-9 entry from either the rear or side of the vehicle. Multiple entry points for easy K-9 loading and unloading. Dynamic entry and exit solution allows additional vehicle flexibility for equipment and gear.

K-9 Window Barriers

The Ultimate K-9 comes complete with a Setina K-9 window barrier. Choose from either a standard window barrier, or windows with a 10" fan cut-out for additional ventilation.

(FAN NOT INCLUDED)

“XL” & "RP" Partitions

- Required for the Ultimate K-9
- Multiple window styles available (See pg. 8)
(SOLD SEPARATELY)
K-9 Kennels

• Kennel design for SUV rear compartment
• Available in two sizes for mid and full-size SUVs
• Wide door for easy animal access
• Durable black powder coated finish
• High capacity fan

K-9 Full Containment Unit

• Light-weight, high strength aluminum alloy construction
• Removable 1 1/2" thick, non-skid rubber floor.
• Comes with Aluminum Window Barriers and Door Panels.
• Requires front partition, Flat or RP Panel (sold separately)
• Optional: No-Spill Water Bowls with Bracket Mounting kits

K-9 2/3 Containment Unit

• Light-weight, high strength aluminum alloy construction
• Removes need to tie up a second law enforcement unit to transport a suspect.
• Removable 1½” thick, non-skid rubber floor.
• Comes with Aluminum Window Barriers and Door Panels.
• Requires front partition, Flat or RP Panel (sold separately)
• Optional: No-Spill Water Bowls with Bracket Mounting kits

K-9 Containment Units

FROM SETINA®

K-9 Kennel Fans

• Available with 7.5" Savvy Fan or 10" Maxi Fan

Window Barrier Fans

• Sedan Fan: 7.5" Savvy Fan
• SUV & Truck Fan: 10" Maxi Fan

K-9 Fans

• Alerts Handler that Preset Temperature is Exceeded

K-9 Kennel Box Fan

• Temperature Monitor with Variable Heat Setting Control.
• Alerts Handler: Has Capability to Activate Vehicle Lights, Siren, Horn, & Windows.
• Bail Out Remote door Opening System with HD Solenoid available

Premier Canine System

Hot Dog Temperature Monitoring System

• Temperature Monitor with Variable Heat Setting Control.
• Alerts Handler: Has Capability to Activate Vehicle Lights, Siren, Horn, & Windows.
• Bail Out Remote door Opening System with HD Solenoid available

Remote Temperature Monitor Pager System

• Alerts Handler that Preset Temperature is Exceeded

Premier K-9 Controller

PREMIER K-9 RECEIVER

CHARGER SKID PLATE

INTERCEPTOR SEDAN SKID PLATE

Skid Plates

FROM SETINA®

Setina’s® aluminum undercarriage deflector skid plates protect the under body, power train and chassis components and help reduce potential repair costs due to damage.

High-strength, lightweight aluminum construction. No drilling required for quick, easy installation.

Not necessary to remove skid plate for routine maintenance.
Built, Designed and Perfected Right Here in the USA

Our Setina® American headquarters are where our ambitious engineers and designers create the next generation of law enforcement equipment. From our three-step powder coating to our uniform assembly systems that ensure perfect fit on all current police vehicles, no part leaves us without thorough testing. For over 55 years our uncompromising adherence to Excellence in Engineering has set the foundation for our designs. In a competitive world, we are proud to set the standards.

See how Setina builds, designs and perfects its products in our US facilities.

VISIT US ON THE WEB AT WWW.SETINA.COM